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display in the Dock. Is there
any way to make react-

native apps display in the
home screen by default, just

like native iOS apps? I've
tried creating a Launch

Screen with the following
contents: but the image
never renders. A: React

Native apps always render in
the foreground even in the
launch screen. So you could
just run react-native start in
your project root as it will

start your app in the
foreground for you. Then, the
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app should be displayed in
the home screen once you've

finished taking it to the
background by pressing the

home button. In the prior art,
a solid-state imaging device
is used widely as an image

sensor that detects light and
generates image signals. For
example, in the prior art, a
CMOS sensor is used (see,

for example, Japanese
Unexamined Patent

Application Publication No.
2009-206192). Such a CMOS

sensor has, on a silicon
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substrate, a photoelectric
converter composed of a
photodiode or the like, a

CMOS circuit composed of a
plurality of transistors

(referred to below as “p-
channel MOS transistors”

and “n-channel MOS
transistors”) each of which

controls the readout
operation of a signal from

the photoelectric converter,
and the like. FIG. 1 illustrates

an example of a CMOS
sensor 100 of the prior art, in
which a plurality of PD pixels
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101 and a plurality of pixel
amplifier c6a93da74d
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